Our PE Journey in Year 4
To throw and retrieve implements safely
using different ogjects. Describe the effect of
throwing from sitting, kneeling or standing

ATHLETICS KEYWORDS
Head up
Fast arms
Balance
Bend your knees
Step over hurdles
Head straight
Jump forwards
Gain height
Take off
Hands on side
Non-throwing arm

(Excluding Dance and MultiSkills)

I can demonstrate a two handed
push throw and a sling throw

END OF
YEAR 4

To demonstrate a two handed push throw. To
demonstrate the sling throw technique

I can use a short run to
jump from one to two feet

HEALTH & FITNESS

ATHLETICS

Run over short distances and
change direction quickly. Make
decisions to help a team

To demonstrate a variety
of jumping styles. Use a
short run to jump from
one to two feet

I can maintain a good running technique
when sprinting and running over obstacles

To demonstrate a variety of jumping
styles. To perform hop and jump
combinations with control
GAMES (FOOTBALL) KEYWORDS
Head up
Soft contact
Awareness
Change direction
Communication
Keep ball close
Movement
Support
Space

PHYSICAL SKILLS

I can keep the ball
away from a
defender while
passing to others

GAMES

I can perform a
variety of
movements and
link actions

Angles
Foot pointing
Inside of foot
Outside of foot
Competent
Defender
Dribbling
Obstacles
Avoiding

SUMMER
TERM (1)

BATTING AND
BOWLING

GAMES
(BENCBALL/ENDBALL)
KEYWORDS
Pointing hands
Straight arms
Step forward
Angles
Head up
Awareness of others
Support player
Movement
Turn
Quick movement
Strategy
Types of pass
Bounce pass
Chest pass
Overhead pass
Communication
Tactics
Pass quickly

COGNITIVE SKILLS

I can improve movement to
receive a pass

To keep the ball away from a
defender while passing to your
partner

FOOTBALL

I can complete tasks quickly. I
can stay safe and support
others. I can use cooperation
and teamwork

GAMES

BENCHBALL
/ENDBALL

PERSONAL SKILLS

I can react
positively when
things are difficult

AUTUMN
TERM (1)

To improve passing and
moving. To keep the ball
away from a defender
while passing to others

I can keep the ball away from a
defender while passing to
others

GYMNASTICS

SPRING
TERM (2)

OAA/PROBLEM SOLVING
KEYWORDS
Focus
Movement awareness
Tactics and strategies
Communication
Listening
Cooperation
Discussion
Pace
Imagination

I can develop and
master fundamental
movement skills. I can
explore different
methods of
communication and
decide which is the
most effective

To cooperate with others as
part of a small team. To share
ideas on how to improve their
performance
Co-operation/teamwork;
problem solving

Keep to instructions of each
activity. Work collaboratively
in small groups in order to
complete a task. Use your
imagination

Move quickly to complete a task. Use each
other's bodies to move safely and support
each other

I can follow instructions and
restrictions of each activity. I can
cooperate with others as part of
a small team

SOCIAL SKILLS
I can organise
roles and guide
others

AUTUMN
TERM (2)

To create different passes
that can be used in game
situations and play to rules
To pass the ball in a sequence in a group
towards a target. To keep the ball away from
a defender and create space for teammates

To catch, retrieve and hit the ball
as a batsman and fielder

CREATIVE SKILLS

Explore different methods of
communication (verbal/non verbal) and
decide which is most effective for you.
Demonstrate a willingness to trust others
and accept support

Develop and master fundamental movement skills
(agility). Recognising the importance of team work and
working individually and co-operatively in small groups

To improve movement to receive a pass. To
display quicker movement in game situations

I can create
different passes
that can be used
in a game

I can stop a moving
ball and return it to
a partner

I can link actions
and develop
changes in tactics
and identify rule
changes

I am competent at
To move safely in a confined space avoiding
passing the ball using my others. To familiarise themselves with dribbling
using their feet. To avoid other while dribbling,
feet from a short
including defenders
distance

OAA/PROBLEM SOLVING

SPRING
TERM (1)

To learn the importance
of hitting the ball to a
certain area. To evaluate
performance in different
parts of the game

I know the
importance of
hitting the ball into
a certain area

I know how to place my To stop a moving ball and return
feet and position my body it to a partner. To hit the ball
accurately to a fielder
in order to bowl a ball

GAMES

To dribble around obstacles. To
protect your ball while dribbling
away from a defender

To familiarise themselves with dribbling using
thier feet. To be competent at moving away from
a defender while dribbling
I can judge the
performance of others
and make good
decisions consistently

SUMMER
TERM (2)

Eyes on the ball
Slightly over run
Pick up and throw
Hands ready
Stand sideways
Hit in middle of bat
Point bat to target
Strong hand at bottom

How to place their feet and position their bodies to
bowl a ball. To bowl with overarm and underarm
actions. To show consistency when aiming for a target

To retrieve, intercept and stop a ball when
fielding. To get their body behind the ball
when retrieving it

I can dribble around
obstacles

To be competent at passing the ball using
your feet from a short distance. To pass the
ball in a sequence and as part of a group

To run over short distances and
change direction quickly. Maintain a
good running technique when
sprinting over obstacles

Head straight
Aim
Step forward
Straight bowling arm
Follow through

Get involved in small sided game
situation and learn the importance of
hitting the ball to a certain area

To be competent at passing the ball using your feet
from a short distance. To keep the ball away from the
other team while attacking a goal

To be competent at
passing the ball using
your feet from a short
distance. To keep the ball
away from a defender
while passing to others

GAMES (BAT/BOWL AND FIELD) KEYWORDS

I can describe the
basic fitness
components and
monitor my fitness

I can use a wide range
of gymnastics actions
when using apparatus

To learn different ways to travel
with a ball using your hands. To
pass as part of a group

I can balance on patches and
To show awareness of obstacles
To roll on, select and combine
points using symmetry and
and use steps and jumps to clear
ways of rocking and rolling
them. To combine travelling and asymmetry in pairs. I can create
with travelling
balancing
and perform a sequence

GYMNASTICS KEYWORDS
Stillness
Balance
Body shape
Body tension
Copy partner
Timing
Clear shapes
Long shapes
Combine
Straight shapes
Arms out
Land on feet
Flat feet
Use strength
Control
Grip
Transition

To combine several
travelling and jumping
actions on different
apparatus

I can use the correct
jumping, leaping and
landing techniques

To select and combine matched
actions. To combine them with a
partner

I can perform all gymnastics
shapes on different body
parts/levels using apparatus. I
can explain how gymnastics
improves my joint range of
movements

To balance and travel using
combinations of body parts. To
combine balance and travelling
actions to make a sequence

I can perform a forward roll.
I can create and perform a
To jump in a variety of ways and sequence in pairs

I can use different
land safely. To combine jumping
levels, directions,
with travelling
pathways and speeds.
I can create and
perform a sequence in
a pathway

